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the variety of e-commerce websites gets  
matched only by the variety of industries  
trying to sell items online. 

Online-exclusive websites such as Zulily and Warby Parker 
are disrupting traditional business models, while some brick-
and-mortar retailers begrudgingly put their items online even 
though they would prefer to sell them in their stores.

All of these e-commerce retailers have the same situation 
in common: If a website delivers a poor experience, then 
customers aren’t going to buy from them. Any company that 
wants to expand its online revenue should make optimization 
a priority. Instead, it’s often ignored. Find out why your 
company is making a mistake by neglecting to optimize your 
business website, whether you make a thousand dollars or a 
million per year online. 

Why should your e-commerce  
site Be optimized?
One of the greatest barriers for web developers and SEO 
experts to get funding and resources for website optimization 
is senior managers who don’t see the value of the investment 
for their brands. Marketers need to prove that optimization 
provides incremental value and will benefit the business as 
a whole, not simply the web department only. For skeptical 
managers who aren’t sure whether an optimization plan is 
worth their time, consider the following four key reasons for 
allocating resources to website improvements.

Your website buffers Your  
marketing efforts
Your website isn’t a marketing entity that 
stands alone. Most of your social media, 
paid search, and organic media efforts drive customers back 
to your website. You can have the best marketing campaign in 
your industry, but if your website is unusable, then you won’t 
get the sales you want. In fact, you could be stunting your 
growth and sales plans with a poor website experience.

“Every tiny detail is important, from the written content to the 
design, so set high standards for your brand,” says the team 
from Earned Solutions. “It’s what your customers expect from 
a business that’s worth their time and money.”

If you’re short-changing your customers with a poor website, 
then they’re going to move to your competitors where they’ll 
find the ease of use they need.  

best praCtiCes and features  
are ConstantlY CHanging
The internet is many things, but static isn’t 
one of them. Within the past five years, 
dramatic changes have affected how e-commerce sites 
approach local SEO, mobile optimization, and internal linking 
structures. What may have been modern a few years ago now 
gets labeled as outdated today.

In many ways, optimization isn’t optional if you want to stay 
competitive in your industry. You can always find opportunities 
to improve and grow your online experience to stay on top of 
the latest trends.

Your website goals and  
brand aren’t statiC
In the same way that internet trends and 
best practices change, your company is 
likely to have changed in the past few years. Brands are 
constantly evolving and reinventing themselves, from minor 
logo changes and complete target audience adjustments 
to refreshed marketing campaigns. Running e-commerce 
optimization campaigns can allow you to more easily correct 
old copy, images, and branding choices that may not fit with 
your current goals. This effort makes your rebranding more 
thorough and creates a smoother transition for your team  
and customers.

one-time bandages turn 
into long-term solutions
Website problems always seem to occur at 
the worst possible times. You may be in the 
middle of your biggest sales week of the year only  
to find a much-needed plugin no longer works. In a rush,  
your developer places a temporary fix on the issue so that 
your site can get by the busy period. This approach isn’t a 
problem until the bandage is forgotten about and becomes  
a long-term solution.

The more bandages you have, the more problems are likely 
to occur, especially when those temporary solutions fail. By 
running regular audits and reviews on your website to check 

http://www.earnedsolutions.com/bulking-your-brand-strengthening-your-identity/
http://www.earnedsolutions.com/bulking-your-brand-strengthening-your-identity/
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for optimization, you can find opportunities to make your  
code clearer and help your plugins fire better.

Investing in e-commerce optimization takes time and money, 
but the benefits significantly outweigh the consequences of 
ignoring it or letting your website fall behind.  

hoW do you KnoW if your 
e-commerce WeBsite needs 
optimization?
Some e-commerce managers put off 
website optimization because they 
don’t perceive an immediate need. 
However, a few signs may point to 
problems with your sales and website 
that could be caused by a lack of 
improvements and e-commerce 
optimization.  

sales and traffiC 
are stagnant despite 
inCreased marketing 
efforts
Have you felt like you’re throwing 
everything you can at your customers, 
but the sales aren’t manifesting? You’re offering coupons and 
new products and investing in marketing tools to grow your 
business, but your conversion rates and natural search traffic 
isn’t growing. Not only is this situation frustrating, but it’s also 
not a natural way to grow your business. Once you stop with 
dramatic pushes for sales, your website performance is going 
to slump again.

Optimization can help. The goal is to create a long-term 
solution for your website so that you can increase your natural 
levels of traffic and turn visitors into customers without steep 
coupons or extra marketing investments.

You Haven’t updated Your website in 
more tHan two Years
If you let your website sit for more than a few years, then it’s 
likely more outdated than you think. While you may have been 
proud of your website when you first launched it, you would 
be surprised how quickly it ages.

Entrepreneur’s Mikal E. Belicove encourages site managers 
to schedule at least an annual review of their websites to 
identify necessary changes and upgrades. This review is easier 
than doing a complete rebuild after a site almost collapses in 
a few years due to age.

tHird-partY audits agree tHat CHanges 
need to be made
While many agencies offer free audits to help website 
managers find opportunities to change and improve their 
services, some are more useful than others. If you’re 
considering hiring a company to help with your e-commerce 

website optimization, ask multiple 
experts to review your website and 
give their professional opinions 
about what you should improve. This 
outreach will help you identify what 
needs to be improved so that you can 
prioritize updates.

One review in particular that you 
should consider running is the 
Magento Audit by Earned Solutions. 
By submitting your URL, you can get 
a complete review of your website 
and identify areas for improvement, 
including the following:

>> Outdated security patches

>> Bulky or slow plugins

>> Image-rendering issues

>> Google penalties

Not only will this audit make you aware of problems with your 
website, but it will also offer solutions to get your e-commerce 
site on track for better performance.

Your website management reCentlY 
experienCed a CHange
Whether your website manager has departed or you switched 
website management agencies, the first step that any new 
person or team should take when they review a new website 
is an optimization test. This test will give your new team 
members an idea of how much work they need to do on 
your website. 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/251652
http://www.earnedsolutions.com/magento-audit/
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Even if your website is operating well, letting a new set of 
hands make changes can offer a fresh perspective on website 
optimization improvements.

No matter what type of e-commerce site you have, 
optimizations and improvements need to be made if you  
want your site to be a top performer. The bigger issue is 
whether your site needs dramatic changes and upgrades  
or minor tuneups to stay current with latest trends in  
design and development.

What common optimizations  
do you need?
Optimization by itself is a buzzword and is essentially 
meaningless until you create concrete steps for website 
improvement. Within an e-commerce website, you constantly 
need to focus on SEO, content development, technical 
improvements, and site usability to keep your site relevant. In 
many ways, the task is like juggling a dozen spinning plates. 
When you get one element of your website updated and 
secure, another page will need work. This situation further 
proves that optimization is a process, not a task. You’re never 
done improving your website.

searCH engine optimization
Many professionals who discuss website 
optimization refer to search engine 
optimization (SEO). Websites that rely on 
organic traffic constantly need to grow their 
SEO to develop their online presence. If 20 percent of your 
customers arrive on your website through organic search, 
then you’re risking a fifth of your business by keeping 
everything the same on your site. A few common search 
optimization techniques include the following:

foCus on Your mobile website and give 
Customers tHe options to CHoose between 
mobile and desktop searCH options 

(some customers prefer both). You can possibly invest 
in an app without neglecting your mobile and desktop 
experiences.  

inCrease Your produCt offerings to boost 
smaller Categories.

 If you offer only two pairs of shoes on your entire 

website, then customers aren’t likely to spend much 
time browsing your offerings. If you need to keep 
the parent category split among other options, try 
to increase the diversity in your products to keep 
customers browsing and on your pages.

let Your Customers drill down to  
wHat tHeY want.

Instead of optimizing specific product pages (unless 
they’re major revenue drivers), start by optimizing 
your homepage and then work in your categories, 
subcategories, and micro-categories. This strategy will 
help your customers figure out what they want to buy 
while providing the greatest impact on your growth.  

e-CommerCe Content updates
Retailers and e-commerce companies tend 
to box themselves in when they think about 
website content. You may have strong, original 
content on your homepage, landing pages, and 
blog, but you may not have the best e-commerce  
content possible on every page of your site.

Great content for e-commerce websites is arguably more 
important than content for technical pages because the 
client uses it to learn about your items and make a buying 
decision. Instead of speaking to the search engines, you’re 
addressing real buyers. Follow the tips below to improve your 
e-commerce content and turn shoppers into buyers.

update images and video footage to Create 
a standard for Your website. 

If you sell 20 different brands, then you may have 
dozens of product image types. Create a content 
standard for your product images so that everything 
you sell follows your unified brand.

Create original produCt desCriptions and 
regularlY update tHem. 

Useful product descriptions will help customers 
understand more about the products you sell, which 
can lower your return rates.  

get Customers involved in tHe Content 
Creation proCess. 

If your product descriptions feel dry, ask customers to 
leave reviews and upload photos of your products in 
their homes. This technique allows you to scale your 

http://www.copypress.com/copypress-content-experience/#greatContent
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content efforts without using up your budget. Sammy 
Dress is a great website that shows how useful your 
audience can be at creating content for you.

teCHniCal seo improvements
The next chapter in the optimization 
process involves working with your IT web 
development team to improve your overall 
website performance. The marketing and 
tech departments have to work together to come up with an 
optimization strategy that works for both parties. Often, the IT 
department will suggest something that’s easy to implement 
but poor for marketing, while the marketing department may 
want complex additions that bog down the development 
team. By forming a strong partnership, both parties can 
improve a website’s performance:

Create 301 redireCts for permanentlY 
expired produCt urls and set up 410 status 
tags to tell google wHen a produCt is 
gone forever. 

If you’re no longer selling an item, the last step you 
want to take is drive disappointed customers to 
empty pages. 

update Your stale meta desCriptions  
to make Your links more CliCkable. 

Whether the customer views them from social media 
or in organic results, good metas provide enough 
information to keep you wanting to read more.

develop readable urls tHat Your 
Customers Can sCan quiCklY. 

Moz has created an in-depth guide for writing URLs 
so that you can improve your user experience and get 
your website noticed by search engines. Clear URLs 
also build trust as customers know exactly what to 
expect on your website.     

site usabilitY and  
Conversion optimization
In between the tech side and the marketing 
side lies conversion optimization. Taking steps 
to make the user experience of your website better is the 
digital equivalent of operations teams remodeling stores or 
customer care teams walking customers through problems. 

The wrong buttons, checkout process, or customer response 
plan could cause visitors to bounce and visit online stores that 
create better experiences.

simplifY Your CHeCkout proCess. 

Every extra field that your customers have to fill out 
gives them an opportunity to bounce. Considering 
that 70 percent of customers bounce during the 
checkout process, you can make an impact in your 
optimization process by decreasing your abandoned 
cart rate. Try to bring your checkout process down  
to a few pages or at least remove some of the  
fields needed.

offer otHer items or alternative items. 

Recommendation engines can either offer 
alternative items, such as a different style of jeans 
than the pair in the customer’s cart, or other items, 
such as a pair of boots and a top to go with the jeans. 
These alternatives and add-ons can decrease your 
abandoned cart rate while increasing impulse buys 
that grow your average ticket.

improve Your Cart iCon so tHat Customers 
Can see tHe number of items in tHeir Carts 
and tHe total expeCted priCe witH tax. 

This arrangement helps customers stay on a budget 
before they decide to buy. The customers who click 
on your cart will be aware of their orders and more 
likely complete their purchases.

By no means is the material above a complete list of steps you 
should take to improve your website, but it is a helpful guide 
if you’re trying to figure out what needs to be done. You can 
quickly review the state of your cart, content, and SEO tools  
to figure out what is holding you back from having  
a top-rated website.

hoW can you Build optimization 
into your Business model?
While many e-commerce professionals want to implement 
optimization best practices, often so many elements of a 
website need to be improved that figuring out where to 
start can be hard. This work gets more complicated as your 
company gets bigger, as teams and departments lobby for 
time and money to improve their parts of a site. However, 

www.
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https://www.sammydress.com/
https://www.sammydress.com/
https://moz.com/blog/15-seo-best-practices-for-structuring-urls
http://blog.lemonstand.com/the-great-debate-single-or-multi-page-e-commerce-checkout/
http://blog.lemonstand.com/the-great-debate-single-or-multi-page-e-commerce-checkout/
http://www.cmswire.com/analytics/recommendation-engines-can-fuel-your-business-improve-roi/
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money won’t solve all of your optimization problems. You 
need to develop a strategy to make sure your optimization 
efforts are successful.  

budget for developer  
and testing tools
Unless you make e-commerce optimization 
a priority, you can easily forget why making 

website improvements and budgeting for UI updates are 
important. As you create your 2018 marketing budget, set 
aside a monthly allowance for optimization. This allowance 
may include costs for software tools and analytics tracking or 
labor hours for your developers and web design agency.

Internally, decide how many hours per week your team can 
spend on optimization. Even if your team dedicates a few 
hours per week to optimization, that time is better than 
forgetting about your update plans until the end of the  
first quarter.

limit wHat You optimize so 
tHat You Can traCk results
The experts at QuickSprout created a useful 
guide for marketers who are looking to 

implement optimization strategies and run A/B tests to see 
how their business reacts to different changes. QuickSprout’s 
team explained that one of the biggest challenges facing 
companies that try to improve optimization is that they run 
too many tests at once. If you make 20 changes to your 
website and see a 5 percent increase in sales, how will you 
know what changes actually increased sales and what changes 
didn’t have any effect whatsoever?

One of the main benefits of having a small budget is that  
you can’t afford to implement too many changes. This type  
of budget allows you to prove that every change has a 
significant effect on your business before you move on  
to the next improvement.

prioritize based on impaCt
As each department places requests for 
optimization or your internal development 
team creates a list of necessary changes, try 

to create an estimated impact on each update. For example, 
you may need to update your website copy, but improving 

your shopping cart functionality could increase your overall 
revenue much more.

Prioritizing your list based on impact can also help you find 
the low-hanging fruit on your website, or changes that you 
can easily make. You can then line up the items that will have 
the biggest impact, or items with the highest work-to-impact 
ratios, to decide which projects to start first.

set up periodiC reviews
If you’re going to argue for an increase in 
your website optimization budget next year, 
then it helps to stay top of mind with your 

efforts. Sharing your results can also help your co-workers or 
employees approach their work with optimization in mind, so 
that they will keep coming to you with ideas.

Consider setting up quarterly or monthly reviews — 
depending on the types of tests you’re running and the 
number of projects you have — to discuss what optimizations 
steps your team has made and what the results were. Use this 
opportunity as a great chance to show the before and after 
effects of your work, including the following:

>> Visuals of how the website looks better

>> Analytics proving the results of your  
      optimization efforts

>> Examples of other changes your competitors  
      have that you plan to mimic

>> Plans for future improvements

https://www.quicksprout.com/the-definitive-guide-to-conversion-optimization-chapter-8/
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Every e-commerce website is different and requires special care. However, you can use this 

white paper as a general guide for developing a business case and strategy to meet your 

website optimization goals. By approaching your e-commerce website with clear goals and 

plans for improvement, you can reduce the risk of falling behind and having to invest in a 

complete website rebuild or emergency website fix.  

CopyPress is a full service content marketing 

company with over 5 years of experience 

creating and promoting digital content.

www.earnedsolutions.com 

Earned Solutions is a full service digital marketing agency, 

specializing in SEO and E-commerce Management.

at the end of the year, you should have at least 
done four full presentations explaining how 
your website optimization efforts have helped 
your company, which you can use to ask for a 
larger budget next year.  


